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ABSTRACT

Clinical trials are a fundamental component of medical research and serve as the main route to obtain evidence of the safety and efficacy of treatment before its approval. A trial’s ability to provide the intended evidence hinges on appropriate design, background knowledge, trial rationale to sample size, and interim monitoring rules. In this article, we present some general design principles for investigators and their research teams to consider when planning to conduct a trial.
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Introduction

Clinical trials are a fundamental component of medical research. Before any treatment is approved and offered to patients in the general population, rigorous evidence of its safety and efficacy must be reported. Clinical trials are the main route to obtain this required evidence. In this article, we present some general principles of good clinical trial design, which are often used as the basis to evaluate the quality of the evidence presented in manuscripts reporting trial results. By trial design, we include aspects from background knowledge and trial rationale to sample size and interim monitoring rules. Given that mistakes in design can only be rarely rectified, we strongly encourage investigators to consider these guidelines before beginning a study.

The critical component for a successful design is the relationship between the different members of the scientific team. This is important because each person on the team contributes in their area of expertise to come up with a feasible study that meets the scientific hypothesis. It is crucial to involve statisticians in the very early stages of the study design instead of waiting to involve them at the time of data analysis. Not only can statisticians help with assessing the design parameters and calculating the sample size needed to address the study aims, but they also ensure that the statistical hypotheses appropriately align with the study objectives and that the corresponding statistical analyses are correctly applied. Note that it is very difficult to fix a poorly-designed study once it is implemented.

The design process of a clinical trial is iterative in nature with some of the steps being inherently connected to others, but it can be helpful to divide the process into two phases, namely: conceptual planning and implementation (Fig. 1). The conceptual planning phase includes establishing previous knowledge and background, thinking through the rationale for the proposed trial as it relates to the patient population and the intervention under consideration, considering the outcomes of interest and statistical design parameters, including stratification factors, and determining the trial phase. The implementation phase is the part in which the design parameters necessary to run the trial are specified and consists of performing sample size calculations, defining interim monitoring and stopping rules, and conducting simulation studies to evaluate the operating characteristics of the proposed design. In the remainder of this article, we frame our guidelines around these phases of the design process of a clinical trial. Throughout the article, we provide references for the
interested reader to find further details and explanations of concepts and terms.

Conceptual Phase

In this section, we outline the different areas that need careful attention when considering a clinical trial.

Previous Knowledge and Background

The first step in designing a clinical trial is to establish what is known about the disease being studied. Specifically, this includes identifying the current standard of care and reviewing what is already known about the intervention(s) being studied, including its safety profile and whether it has been tested in humans.

Trial Rationale

It is important to justify the need for the proposed trial, to identify the population of interest, and to determine the disease or biomarker prevalence in this population. When the disease is rare or a targeted subgroup is of interest, then specific study designs for these settings may need to be considered. Similarly, there is extensive work in the literature on study designs for personalized medicine in oncology.

Outcomes of Interest

Once the rationale for a trial has been established, the selection of the outcome(s) of interest is essential. Trial outcomes can be either health- or treatment-related. Examples of health outcomes include quality of life, symptoms, adverse events, and patient-reported outcomes. Treatment outcomes include assessing the safety or efficacy of the intervention; examples include tumor shrinkage, hematologic outcomes, intermediate, or surrogate outcomes, time-to-event outcomes (e.g., overall survival or progression-free survival), and surgical outcomes. It is common to have one or two primary outcomes and one or two secondary outcomes. The primary outcome should be directly related to the mechanism of action of the intervention, clinically meaningful, relevant to the patient, clearly defined, and measurable. These principles that highlight the importance of the design process are collaborative, not only among clinicians and statisticians, but also among patients, patient advocates, and their caregivers. Friedman et al. and Wu and Sargent offer more considerations for choosing end points.

Statistical Design

Estimating treatment effect is a common goal of many studies. Single-arm designs—in which all patients receive the same intervention and are generally compared with a historical control group—can provide some information on treatment effect. However, oftentimes, the single-arm group of patients and the historical control group neither represent the same populations of interest nor receive treatment under similar trial conditions. As such, single-arm designs are limited in the conclusions they can draw and less desirable than randomized trials. In randomized trials, there are at least two treatment groups (or “arms”) to which patients are randomly assigned. The random assignment, or randomization, aims to create groups that are similar with respect to all factors, besides the intervention, that might affect the outcome. This is a key principle of randomized trials that ensures a fair comparison. Randomized trials can likewise incorporate other design components. Common examples include the use of a control arm (i.e., an arm that receives the standard of care) and blinding (i.e., patient and/or clinician do not know the treatment assignment) to reduce bias. Randomization can be balanced, i.e., both groups are of equal size or unbalanced, i.e., the groups are of unequal size. Finally, when confounding factors may be of concern, stratification may be considered as an additional design component. Although randomization aims to reduce confounding by making the treatment groups as similar as possible except for the treatment assigned, it is, nevertheless, possible for the groups to differ with respect to some important factors (i.e., imbalance). Examples of such factors include sex, age, and other factors specific to the study context. Stratification entails grouping patients into strata according to these

Figure 1. Principles for conceptual planning and implementation stages.
important factors and then randomizing within each stratum. Identification of such potential confounding factors and including stratification as part of the randomization process can minimize the potential for imbalance. In addition, there are also specific considerations with regard to several other study designs, including adaptive, group sequential, and Bayesian designs, and when drafting a statistical analysis plan for clinical trials.

**Trial Phase**

The traditional development of new therapeutic interventions occurs in phases of trials, from preclinical to postmarket; and so, one must consider the available information about the intervention and the targeted population (among others) to better understand the trial phase for the study under consideration. Early phases of clinical studies include pilot studies, phase I, phase II single-arm, and proof of concept. Later phases of clinical studies include randomized phase II, phase II-III, and phase III trials. Phase II trials aim to further understand the safety and efficacy of an intervention to help decide whether or not to proceed to a phase III trial. Phase II and phase III trials typically have different end points; phase II trials utilize short-term, early end points such as response rate or event-free survival rate at a predetermined time point whereas phase III trials utilize long-term clinical outcomes such as overall survival.

Given the role of phase II trials in determining the go/no-go decision to proceed for further testing in large confirmatory phase III trials, it is crucial to select an appropriate end point, particularly in phase II trials. Phase II end points should ideally be strong surrogates for the phase III end points.

**Implementation Stage**

Once the design elements in the conceptual phase have been identified and there is consensus to move forward with designing a clinical trial, the design elements necessary for the actual running of the trial need to be specified. This constitutes the implementation phase, the steps for which are outlined below.

**Sample Size Calculation**

The purpose of sample size calculation is to determine the number of patients needed to be enrolled in the study to provide sufficient information to address the primary objectives. For traditional randomized designs, this depends on three primary factors that the research team must decide together—effect size, (statistical) power, and statistical significance level. Effect size refers to the minimum treatment effect that one hopes to detect in the study. Power refers to the likelihood of detecting an effect when in fact there is an effect of a previously specified size. Significance level refers to the $p$ value threshold for concluding statistically significant results; it also corresponds to the type I error rate (the chance of concluding an effect exists when in fact none exists). In general, larger sample sizes are needed to detect a smaller effect size, achieve greater power, and/or reduce the type I error rate. In addition to these factors, sample size calculations for trials should anticipate loss to follow-up and withdrawals, patient noncompliance to treatment, and protocol violations and ineligibility. Sample size calculations should be adjusted (specifically, increased) on the basis of expected rates of these various sources of patient “drop-out.” Finally, examining the population of interest will help determine the expected accrual rate, and in turn, the expected time to accrue the total required number of patients to the trial. Sample size considerations for Bayesian designs depend on additional factors, most notably the previous distribution of the effect size.

**Interim Monitoring and Stopping Rule**

Clinical trial monitoring is critical to the conduct—especially the ethical conduct—of the trial, and as part of this, it is important to decide the number and timing of interim analyses to be conducted before the completion of data collection and build this as part of the design. Furthermore, it is important to specify parameters for all stopping rules for stopping the trial early. In a Frequentist design, stopping rules are defined in terms of boundaries for safety, efficacy, and futility. In a Bayesian design, stopping rules are typically defined in terms of posterior probabilities or predictive probabilities.

**Simulation Studies**

Finally, even with the best trial design, actual trials seldom go as planned as unanticipated scenarios may arise. Therefore, while designing the trial, it is helpful to brainstorm these unanticipated scenarios as much as possible, and understand their implications using simulation studies. Simulation studies, when designed well with realistic scenarios, are a valuable tool for evaluating different trial designs and scenarios without exposing patients to ineffective or harmful therapy or incurring the high financial costs associated with running an actual trial. The insights gained from simulation studies can help further guide the design process.

**Conclusion**

The goal of this article is to provide initial guidance to investigators through the design process of a clinical trial. It is not meant to be a strict set of rules to be
followed in some prescribed order; rather, it is meant to be a set of guidelines to be considered in active collaboration with the study team, including a statistician. These principles should apply to the design of any clinical trial, regardless of who initiates and conducts the study (e.g., research group versus industry). The importance of involvement of the statistician throughout the entire research cannot be overemphasized. The statistician can aid in each step, from formulating appropriate scientific hypotheses to designing and conducting simulation studies. In addition to being collaborative, the design process is also iterative; it may be that some design elements need to be modified after other design elements are considered. For example, the trial phase is typically driven by the level of available evidence on the drug being tested. However, occasionally, the choice of trial phase (e.g., phase II versus phase III) may be driven by feasibility to launch a large trial. Ultimately the design must be feasible and appropriate to answer the research question(s) of interest.

This article is also not meant to provide an extensive review of design principles; for that, we refer the interested reader to the references included in this article that offer detailed guidelines for designing trials. Furthermore, two reports on statistical design, including the Statistical Principles for Clinical Trials and Guideline for Good Clinical Practice, have been drafted by the International Council on Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceutical for Human Use in 1998 and 2016, respectively. The frequently cited reference by Altman et al. also outlines statistical guidelines for preparing a manuscript for medical journals.

Expanding these principles for novel study designs, including immunotherapy and cellular therapy trials, and also cancer care delivery research that spans multiple disciplines (in which randomization must be made at the patient, provider, and site levels) could be considered in future work.
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